PACIFIC RIM

a collection designed by Stacy Garcia

Influenced by nations steeped in remarkable textile traditions, journey to the far east with Pacific Rim. Ink washed florals intermingle with woodblock inspired motifs for a harmonious blend that is bold, beautiful, and serene. Nuances in tonality and shading amongst silk-like textural grounds balance free-flowing brushstroke movements with expressionistic qualities. Influenced by customary dyeing techniques, submerge into a palette of rich indigos and moody blues enhanced by soothing pastels with a pop of persimmon. Blending cultures and drawing from global inspiration, Pacific Rim emphasizes the timelessness and versatility of the region’s historical artistry.
Definity
Durkan’s innovative Definity technology is available in up to 12 colors and features our unique precision sculpted technology which explores and emphasizes dimensional effects.

PDI
Durkan’s Precision Dye Injected (PDI) construction offers a range of patterns available in 12 colors.

CYP
Durkan’s Computer Yarn Placement (CYP) construction offers a range of patterns available in 6 colors.
GA51862-MW438
12" (w) X 12" (l)

Also available in CYP & Definity
GA51866-MW438
6' (w) x 12' (l)
Corridor

Also available in CYP & Definity
GA51864-MW438
6’ (w) X 6’ (l) Area Rug

Also available in CYP & Definity
GA51856-MW438
6' (w) x 6' (l)
GA51863-MW438
6’ (w) X 6’ (l)

Also available in CYP & Definity

Stacy Garcia
GA51857-MW438
6’ (w) X 8’ (l) Area Rug

Also available in CYP & Definity
GA51865-MW438
6’ (w) x 16’ (l)
Corridor
1. Stacy Garcia for Durkan, Pacific Rim - GA51860
2. Stacy Garcia for Durkan, Pacific Rim - GA51861
3. Stacy Garcia Textiles, Delight - Pomegranate Sorbet
4. Stacy Garcia Textiles, Trek - Glacier
PACIFIC RIM

Influenced by nations steeped in remarkable textile traditions

5. Stacy Garcia for York Contract, Origami - SG2494, Sky
6. Stacy Garcia for Durkan, Pacific Rim - GA51862
7. Stacy Garcia Textiles, Drizzle - Sunshower
8. Stacy Garcia for York Contract, Ananta - SG2086, Retreat

For information on where to buy: www.stacygarciacommercial.com/products
PACIFIC RIM by Stacy Garcia features styles offered in Durkan’s innovative Definity technology as well as PDI and CYP. Please contact your rep or visit www.durkan.com for more information.
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